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In a world of uncertainty, one thing is certain. 

Things are about to get a lot tougher for a lot of 

people. Inflation is rising rapidly, and recession 

fears are looming large. The Federal Reserve 

Bank’s response has been to raise rates, which 

eventually will cost Americans more when bor-

rowing and ultimately pricing people out of the market. Historically, financial institutions tighten lending 

standards during turbulent times like these, leaving an even greater number of people unable to borrow. 

Credit unions, however, have always sought to help people who need it most in tough times, and MSFCU 

is no different. We have always provided loans to our members who might need help with covering the 

cost of basic needs and emergency situations. We feel we can serve our members by helping them 

through short-term challenging times without them winding up in a high-cost, never-ending cycle of loans 

or without access to credit at all. 
 

If you find yourself struggling to pay all your bills in full and on time, call or stop by to see the good we can 

do for you. We think you’ll be glad you did.  

 As we are all facing tougher times, we might benefit from asking ourselves some key questions as we face 

even the smallest purchase: 

 “Do I have a budget to help me decide how I will pay for the item?
 “Can I find an alternative item that will meet my needs?” 

 “Do I already have something at home I can repurpose for this use?” 

 “Can I borrow/rent this item from a friend or the community?” 

“If I buy this, how often will I use it and how does it minimize waste?” 



 
 

MSFCU completed its conversion from the AMIS core processor 

to Prodigy core processor on April 3, 2022. The AMIS system served us well for about 20 years. Howev-

er, AMIS announced its planned termination a couple of years ago. Credit Unions using the AMIS pro-

cessor were forced into contracting with a new company. After researching and comparing core proces-

sors, the Board of Directors voted to sign a contract with Prodigy. The conversion process involved a 

great deal of time and training. We greatly appreciated our members being patient with us while we 

worked to learn the system better.  We have learned that the processor offers features we did not have 

with AMIS that can help us serve you better. We also found that some features we liked with the AMIS 

processor, are not offered by Prodigy. As with all changes in life, we have to adapt and solve problems 

along the way.  That is what we are doing while we are committed to serve you in the best way we can. 
 

Some features that will affect you are: 

• Paper statements will look different and will be mailed to you directly. We used to stuff the state-

ments in envelopes and mail them ourselves. Electronic statements are still an option, but you must 

go on-line to enroll. 

• Receipts can be emailed, saving paper and postage expense for the credit union. This enables us to 

offer lower loan rates and higher saving rates. 

• Digital (on-line) banking has a different layout. Whether you used on-line banking prior to the con-

version or not, you must complete a new brief enrollment process. You will also have to re-enroll for 

e-statements if you were enrolled before. The process is user friendly, but if you need assistance, 

just give us a call. 

• News and updates can be sent to members who have emails on file electronically. Again, this ena-

bles the credit union to save paper and mailing costs. 
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